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The following represents a monthly snapshot of how we see the property markets across the country along with 
the near-term outlook. For more in depth commentary, please visit our website thinktank.net.au for our latest 
Quarterly Market Update. This month in News and Views we take a look at the latest RLB Crane Index produced 
by Rider Levett Bucknall reporting a record number of cranes in use across the country. 
 

The Westpac-MI Consumer Sentiment Index fell sharply in May by 5.6% from 95.8 to 90.4 remaining well below 
the 100 level impacted by the interest rate increases. The ACCI - Westpac Quarterly Index however rose to 
56.7 in March from December’s level of 50.8 and the Westpac Melbourne Institute Leading Index lifted to 1.71% 
in March from 1.02% in February. April’s result for the AiG Manufacturing Index was again positive for a third 
month up by 2.8 points to 58.5 remaining well into positive territory above 50 at its highest level since July 2021. 
The PCI construction index fell slightly in April by 0.6 points to 55.9 but the PSI was up by 1.6 points to 57.8. 
 

At its much anticipated May meeting the RBA Board raised the Cash Rate by 0.25% from the record low of 
0.10% to 0.35%, the first increase since November 2010. Further increases are expected this year as early as 
next month. Governor Lowe’s remarks after the Board meeting mentioned the many positive economic 
indicators including suggestions that wage growth has been picking up. This confirmed 4th quarter GDP results 
at 3.4% for the quarter and 4.2% yoy; which were viewed as good. Retail sales for March were also positive 
being up 1.6% for the month and 9.4% yoy. The unemployment rate of 4.0% in March for a second month was 
also said to evidence the resilience of the Australian economy. The clear signal is that any firm sign of wage 
growth will lead to further rate increases over the next few months as stated in Governor Lowe’s remarks. The 
Ukraine crisis which he first described as “a major new source of uncertainty” yielded only very brief comment. 
However rates are rising even more in the US with the first of two forecast 50 bps increases by the FOMC 
following the 25bps increase in March.10 year US Treasury Yields traded up at 2.98% at the start of the month 
while AUS 10 year Gov’t bonds were nearly up to 3.5%. The AUD is now well down at just below USD 0.71. 
 

CoreLogic dwelling prices for April continued the flattening trend of the past few months with national Housing 
values posting a 0.6% gain for the month and 1.9% for the quarter. In Sydney, House prices were down 0.1% 
for the month with units down 0.4% resulting in a 0.2% decline in overall dwelling prices, the same as last month. 
The results were similar in Melbourne for houses being down for the month 0.2% but flat for dwellings while 
units were up by 0.4%. Brisbane and Adelaide continued to perform well again this month with dwellings up 
1.7% and 1.9% respectively while Regional outperformed Capitals by 1.4% to 0.3% for March and 4.7% to 1.0% 
for the quarter. Our ratings are unchanged while keeping a close watch on trends as interest rate increases hit 
the market and are bound to impact housing values. Inner City areas in Melbourne and Sydney and Northern 
Sydney now have 173 cranes working on residential projects according to the RLB Crane Index overleaf. 
 

We reflected the flattening of Residential in some capitals and slightly modified our ratings and trends at the 
beginning of the quarter but with the majority remain good and stable while Sydney and Melbourne houses 
were re-rated as Fair at the time and remain so. Retail continues to be showing the expected signs of volatility 
as sales improve.as noted above. Office continues its slow but steady recovery from the pandemic lockdowns 
while Industrial remains very strong and we are maintaining our Ratings and Trends which are either Strong or 
Good with an Improving Trend in each of the capitals. It remains to be seen how interest rate increases will 
impact on commercial capitalisation rates but a relatively flat yield curve looks to be encouraging. 

Sources: ABS, ACCI, AiG, ABS, AFR, ANZ Research, ATO, CBA, CBRE, Colliers International, CoreLogic, Cushman & Wakefield, HTW, IMF, 
MSCI, JLL, Knight Frank, OECD, PCA, Preston Rowe Patterson, RBA, RLB, Savills Research, Westpac Economics, World Bank  

 

       SYDNEY MELBOURNE   ADELAIDE BRISBANE (SEQ)      PERTH 
 

Resi- Homes Fair    Stable Fair    Stable Good    Stable Good    Stable Good    Stable 
 

Resi- Units Fair      Stable Fair      Stable Good      Stable Good      Stable Good      Stable 
 

Office Fair Stable Fair Stable Strong Stable Fair Stable Fair Stable 
 

Retail Weak      Stable Weak      Stable Good      Stable Good      Stable Good      Stable 
 

Industrial  Strong Improving Strong Improving Strong Improving Good Improving Good Improving 
 

 

http://www.thinktank.net.au/
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          News and Views     

o Rider Levett Bucknall recently published their Crane Index for the 1st Quarter of 2022. In Q1, 2022, crane 
numbers across Australia increased by 95, a 13% rise on the last quarter. This is the highest number of cranes 
seen across Australia since the inaugural count, twenty editions ago. Strong crane growth was seen in all 
sectors with the non-residential sector recording another strong result recording its fourth record high over the 
past four editions of the Index. With record levels of residential approvals across the country, the residential 
index rose for the first time in six editions. As shown in the graph at the bottom of this page, at 191, the RLB 
Crane Index has recorded its highest value to date. The tables opposite show that since the last edition, 353 
cranes were added to our skylines and 258 were removed. Sydney’s crane numbers increased by 53 (56% of 
the total increase recorded) to total 348 cranes. This represents 43% of all cranes across the country. Perth 
and Melbourne recorded double figure lifts in crane numbers of 18 and 12 respectively. On a percentage basis, 
both Adelaide and Perth recorded crane rises of more than 40% when compared to Q3 2021 results. 
 
O Sydney’s RLB Crane Index® recorded its highest ever result in Q1 2022. The index rose from 182 to 
215, representing an 18% increase. With a total of 348 cranes (compared to 295 previously) this is the highest 
number of cranes seen in Sydney since the peak of 341 cranes in Q3 2017. The residential sector has jumped 
this count to record 100 additions and the removal of 59, bringing the total count to 242 cranes across Sydney. 
Residential cranes make up almost 70% of all cranes across Sydney, still lower than the high of 87% (282 
residential cranes) in Q1 2017. Across Sydney’s five main regions, increases were seen in all regions except 
for the West. For the first time since Q1 2019, Sydney North has the most cranes of all Sydney’s regions, with 
101 or 29% of all cranes in Sydney. 
 
o Melbourne recorded a rise of 7% in Q1 2022, offsetting the 7% fall in the last edition. The index now 
stands at 166, up from 155 in Q3 2021. Across Melbourne, 87 cranes were added to projects and 75 were 
removed, bringing current crane numbers to 192, up from 180 cranes recorded in Q3 2021. Melbourne’s inner-
city remains the most prevalent region for cranes, with 47% of all Melbourne’s cranes located there. While this 
number remains steady for now, larger scale projects are moving out to Melbourne’s suburbs. Traditionally, 
60% of all Melbourne’s cranes are centred around the CBD and surrounding inner city suburbs (compared to 
the 47% cited above). The residential sector is still the dominant sector in the Melbourne region with 50%. 
 
o Adelaide’s index rose sharply for the first time in 5 editions to reach 267, up from 187 in Q3 2021.The 
commercial sector has the greatest number of cranes within Adelaide at seven, up from four in our last index. 
Brisbane’s Crane Index fell from 114 to 108 in this edition. Residential cranes remain the largest sector in 
Brisbane, accounting for almost 42% or 33 of the cranes. Perth has seen a 129% increase since the lows of Q1 
2017. This edition has recorded a surge of 48% since the last publication. There are currently 55 cranes in 
Perth, the highest number since the inception of the index. Perth’s residential sector saw the largest increase 
in cranes and accounts for 60%. 
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TABLE 1 - CRANE ACTIVITY – AUSTRALIA BY KEY CITIES 

 

 
 

TABLE 2 -  CRANE ACTIVITY – AUSTRALIA BY SECTOR 
  

 
       
                                                                    
Source: Rider Levett Bucknall, Crane Index Q1 2022 
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        Business relationships and loan inquiries 

Heather Noonan  
Regional Sales Executive   
VIC / TAS / SA 
M: 0435 960 646 
E: hnoonan@thinktank.net.au 

Joel Harrison 
Regional Partnership Manager 
- Southern 
M: 0410 861 540 
E: jharrison@thinktank.net.au  

Tony Zaccari  
Senior Relationship Manager  
VIC / SA 
M: 0403 758 514 
E: tzaccari@thinktank.net.au 

Dev De   
Senior Relationship Manager  
VIC/TAS 
M: 0466 576 338 
E: sde@thinktank.net.au 

Amod Mahatme  
Relationship Manager 
VIC 
M: 0466 632 212 
E: amahatme@thinktank.net.au  
 
 

Cath Ryan  
Regional Sales Executive  
NSW / ACT  
M: 0433 862 944 
E: cryan@thinktank.net.au  

Rob Tassone 
Regional Partnership Manager 
- Northern 
M: 0450 642 995 
E: rtassone@thinktank.net.au 
 
Ranei Alam  
Senior Relationship Manager  
NSW 
M: 0434 609 240 
E: ralam@thinktank.net.au 

Paul Burns  
Senior Relationship Manager  
NSW  
M: 0434 609 241 
E: pburns@thinktank.net.au  

Claire Byrne   
Relationship Manager  
NSW 
M: 0414 235 478 
E: cbyrne@thinktank.net.au  

Sam Dobbins 
Relationship Manager  
NSW  
M: 0414 010 365  
E: sdobbins@thinktank.net.au 

Robyn Hadlow   
Relationship Manager 
NSW / ACT                   
M: 0406 857 708 
E: rhadlow@thinktank.net.au 

Adam Hutcheson  
Regional Sales Executive  
QLD / WA / NT  
M: 0434 609 239 
E: ahutcheson@thinktank.net.au 

Kat Gasparovic 
Relationship Manager  
QLD / NT 
M: 0405 815 287 
E: kgasparovic@thinktank.net.au  

Bob Whetton 
Relationship Manager  
QLD / NT 
M: 0413 241 316 
E: bwhetton@thinktank.net.au 
 
Robert Ilov 
Relationship Manager 
QLD / NT 
M: 0424 685 008 
E: rilov@thinktank.net.au 

 

 

 

Alex Turnbull 
Marketing Manager 
M: 0400 599 535  
E: aturnbull@thinktank.net.au 
 

        For additional information, please contact 

 Publications & Market Update 
 Per Amundsen  
 Company Secretary 
 T: (02) 8669 5515   
 M: 0417 064 252 
 E: pamundsen@thinktank.net.au 

 Partnerships & Distribution      Residential Partnerships  
 Peter Vala                                   Belinda Wright 
 GM Partnerships & Distribution   Head of Distribution  
 T: (02) 8669 5512                        T: (02) 8669 5577 
 M: 0468 989 555                          M: 0452 616 915 
 E: pvala@thinktank.net.au           E: bwright@thinktank.net.au 

   Investor Relations  
   Lauren Ryan  
   BDM – Investments  
  T: (02) 8669 5532  
  M: 0401 974 839           
..E: lryan@thinktank.net.au  

Thinktank Property Finance is the leading independent lender specialising in commercial property in Australia.  
Thinktank offers a wide range of tailored mortgage product options including:  

• Finance for the purchase, equity release and refinance of commercial and residential property;  

• Set and forget loan terms up to 30 years with no ongoing fees or annual reviews;  

• Self-Managed Superannuation Fund (SMSF) loans; and  

• Loan serviceability options ranging from fully verified to self-certification of income.  

Important Note: This report does not constitute or form a part of, and should not be construed as an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy investments or any fund 
and does not constitute any form of commitment, recommendation or advice on the part of Think Tank Group Pty Ltd (“Thinktank”).  
© Copyright 2022 - Think Tank Group Pty Ltd 
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